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The purpose of this paper is to establish sufficient conditions for the exis- 
tence and uniqueness of solution of the boundary value problem 
d = f(t, u, u’); (1) 
lim u(t) = 0, lim u(t) = 0. (2) 
t-0 *+I 
It is assumed that the functionf(t, X, y) is defined on the domain 0 < t < 1, 
- m<x,y<+w,measurableintforeveryx,y~(-~,+~)andcon- 
tinuous in X, y  for almost every t E (0, 1). Furthermore, the case is admitted 
when f(t, X, y) has singularities for t = 0 and t = 1 and is nonsummable 
with respect to t on the interval (0, 1). In this sense the considered problem 
is singular. 
1. FORMULATIONS OF EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREMS 
It is convenient to introduce the following definitions: 
DEFINITION 1. A function u(t) is said to be the solution of problem (l)- 
(2), if it is absolutely continuous together with u’(t) on every segment con- 
tained within the interval (0, I), satisfies the equation (1) for almost all 
t E (0, 1) and the boundary conditions (2). 
DEFINITION 2. We say that a pair of functions {a(t), 6(t)} belongs to the 
set Pk, 
Mt>, W)~ E Pk > 
if t(l - t) a(t) EL(O, l), b(t) > 0, 6(t) EL(O, 1) and the solution u(t) of the 
differential equation 
up = e(t) u + /3(t) u’, 
satisfying the initial conditions 
ljz u(t) = 0, p? u’(t) = 1, 
AT< 
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has exactly k zeroes within the interval (0, 1) and 
‘tz 44 f 0 
for every function /3(t) satisfying the conditions 
I /WI G b(f) for O<t<l and ,B(t)rzL(O,l). 
THEOREM 1. Let the inequazity 
q(t) I x I - b(t) I Y I - #(4 I x I > I Y I) Gf(C 2, Y) sign * 
d a2w I x I + b(t) I Y I (1.1) 
+K4Ixl,IYl) 
befuljilledfor 0 <t < 1, - co <x,y < + 03, when 
(q(t), b(t)) E Pk (j = 139 (1.2) 
k is a nonnegative integer, and the function #(t, x, y) is defined on the domain 
O<t<l,O<x,y<+co, measurableint forevery x,y~[O,+a), 
continuous in x, y  for almost every t E (0, l), nondecreasing in x and in Y 
and satisfying the condition 
lim L j”’ P( 1 - t>” #[t, tl-@( 1 - t)l-v p, t-“( 1 - t)-” p] dt = Cl (1.3) 
P*+m p (J 
for some p E [0, l] and v  E [0, 11. Then there exists at least one solution of 
problem (l)-(2). 
COROLLARY. If the inequality 
[ 
- A,2 + ___ 
t(1a, 2) I 1x1 --blyl -Kt,lxI,IrI) 
<f (t, x, y) sign x 
G - [ A22 - q1”” q ___ l~l+blyl+~(~,I~l,lyl) 1 
is fuljilled for 0 < t < 1, - 00 < x, y < + co, when 
krr < A, d A, < (k + 1) 3, b 20, aj >o, 
(1.4) 
1 sin Ai 1 
OIi+b<--- 
4 
(j = 1,2), 
k is a nonnegative integer, and the function #(t, x, y) satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 1, then there exists at least one solution of problem (l)-(2). 
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THEOREM 2. If the inequality 
44 I x2 - x1 I - b(t) Iy2 -YJ S [f(t, x2 ,y2) -fh ~l~yI)lGA~2 -x1) 
<a2(t)lx2-xx,I +WIY2--351 (14 
isful.lledforO<t<1, -c~<x~,y~<+w (j=1,2)andthecondi- 
tions (1.2) are satis$ed when k is a nonnegatiwe integer, then problem (l)-(2) 
possesses at most one solution. 
COROLLARY. If the inequality 
- 
[ 
A,2 + ___ 
t(1”’ t) 1 lx2 - Xl/ --byy,--xl 
d [f (4 x2 , y2) - f (4 XI , rdl s&4x2 - 4 
< [ A22 - - t(1”’ t> I Ix2--l/--b~2-~ll 
is fulfilled for 0 < t < 1, - w < xi , y3 < + w ( j = 1,2) and the condi- 
tions (1.4) are satisfied when k is a nonnegative integer, then problem (l)-(2) 
possesses at most one solution. 
THEOREM 3. If the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisjed and, in addition, for 
some TV E [0, l] and u E [0, I] we have 
lim ?- 1’ tu(l - t)vf(t, t-~(1 - t)+ p) dt = 0, 
P++m p () 
where 
a, 4 = SUP If (4 o,a , I~l=a 
then there exists one and only one solution of problem (l)-(2). 
In a regular case, when the functionf(t, x, y) is summable in t on the seg- 
ment [0, 11, the solvability condition of type (1 .l) of problem (l)-(2) has been 
first proposed apparently by AL Perov [4]. His result is obtained from 
Theorem 1, when aj(t) EL(O, 1) (j = 1,2) and #(t, x,y) = #(t) EL(O, 1). 
2. SOME LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. If 
w - t) or(f) EL(0, 1) and B(t) EJW, 11, (2.1) 
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then the equation 
u” = a(t) 24. + /3(t) 24’ (24 
has the solutions ul( t) and u2( t), satisfying, correspondingly, the initial conditions 
and 
1,+-r uz(t) = 0, + fi? u2’(t) = 1. j 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Furthermore, an arbitrary solution u(t) of the Eq. (2.2) has finite limits when 
t -+ 0 and t -+ 1 and if Km,,,, u(t) = 0 (lim,,, u(t) = 0) then u(t) = cr+(t) 
(u(t) = cut(t)), where c = const. 
We shall omit proof of this lemma since it may be proved by an argument 
analogous to that of Lemma 1 .I0 from the article [3]. 
Taking into consideration Lemma 1, it is easy to see that for the equations 
of type (2.2), whose coefficients satisfy the conditions (2.2), the well-known 
Sturm’s comparison lemma holds (see [2], p. 156). Hence, by Definition 2, 
it is clear that the following lemma is true: 
LEMMA 2. If  
%(f) < a(t) < %3(t), I B(t)1 G b(t) for O<t<l, (2.5) 
and the conditions (1.2) and (2.1) arefulfilled, then the solution uI(t) of Eq. (2.2), 
satisfying the initial conditions (2.3), h as exactly k zeroes within the interval 
(0, 1) and 
q(l) = F+f 241(t) f 0. 
LEMMA 3. If  
t(l - t) uj(t) EL(0, 1) (j = 1,2), b(t) 3 0 
f  or 
O<t<l, b(t) EW, 1) 
and conditions (2.1) and (2.5) are satisfied, then 
I WI G cot, I u,‘(t)l < j+ for O<t<l, (2.6) 
I %?Wl G coo - 9, I %2’@)l < F for o<t<1, (2.7) 
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where ul(t) and uz(t) are the solutions of Eq. (2.2) with the initial conditions 
(2.3) and (2.4), and 
co = exp rf: [t(l - 2) (I al(t)1 + I a&)l) + WI dt/ . (2.8) 
Proof of Lemma 3. According to (2.1) and (2.3) we have 
%(t> = t + s’ (t - 7) [E(T) %(T) + P(T) %‘@>I dT, 
n 
U,‘(t) = 1 + ,: [‘+> %(T) + p(T) %‘(T>] dT. 
Putting 
P(t) = l-xix 1 
I WI 
- 2 (1 - 2) I u1’(t>l1 3 t 
(2.9) 
by (2.5) from (2.9) we can find 
p(t) < 1 + jt b-(1 - T> (1 &)1 i- 1 add/) f WI P(T) d7 for O<t<l. 
0 
According to Bellman’s lemma (see [l], p. 46) and the equality (2.8) it follows 
from this that 
PW G co for O<t<l. 
Therefore, the inequalities (2.6) hold. By a reasoning analogous to that of 
inequalities (2.6), we obtain that the inequalities (2.7) are true. 
LEMMA 4. If al(t) < as(t) and f OY some nonnegative integer conditions 
(1.2) are satisfied, we can jind a positive number 6, such that for arbitrary func- 
tions cu(t) and /3(t), satisfying the conditions (2.1) and (2.5), we have 
I zc,(l)l 3 6, (2.10) 
where u,(l) = lim t+l VI(t), and ul(t) is the solution of equation (2.2) with 
initial conditions (2.3). 
Proof of Lemma 4. We assume the contrary. Then we can find sequences 
b&N and O%n(t>>, mh that 
t(1 - t> %2(t) EL@, l), An(t) EL(O, 1) (n = 1,2,...) (2.11) 
al(t) < s(t) \< a&>, I Mt>l < b(t) for O<t<l 
and 
$3 %2(l) = 0, (2.12) 
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where z+(t) is the solution of the equation 
d = a,(t) u + )&s,(t) u’, 
satisfying the initial conditions 
(2.13) 
%n(O) = 0, z&(O) = 1. (2.14) 
According to Lemma 3 we have 
i %dt>i G cot 
and 
I(1 - 0 &(t>l < co for 0 < t < 1 (n = 1, 2,...). (2.15) 
Hence, from the equality 
we find 
where 
for 0 < t < 1 (n = 1, 2,...), 
gdt> = co2 [ 1 + ,I 41 al(T)1 + I %(T>l> q * 
By (2.15) and (2.16) it follows from (2.13), that 
1 ${(l - t) z&(t)} / <gs(t) for 0 < t < 1 (n = 1,2,...), 
where 
‘!a =&> + coP(l - t) (I Ml + I &>I> + WI* 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
Since gf(t) EL(O, 1) (i = 1,2), from (2.15), (2.16), and (2.17), it is clear 
that {urn(t)} and {(I - t) u;,(t)} are sequences of functions, which are uni- 
formly bounded and equicontinuous on the interval [0, I]. Hence, after the 
Arcela-Ascoli lemma, without loss of generality, we can assume that these 
sequences are uniformly convergent. 
Put 
i+z %dt) = w. (2.18) 
According to (2.12) and (2.14) it is clear that r+(t) satisfy the initial conditions 
(2.3) and 
q(1) = 0. (2.19) 
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Putting 
B,(t) = f,2Pn(.0 ds, -4(t) = St expk- 444 44 4 
l/2 
(2.20) 
according to (2.11), we shall have 
I B,(t) - %&)I < 1’ 4s) ds, + 
1” exp[- B,(s)] q(s) ds < A,(t) - A(4 < 1’ exp[- &&)I &) ds 
7 7 
for 
(2.21) 
0<7<t<l (n=1,2,...). 
Consequently, (A,(t)} and {B,(t)} are sequences of functions, which are uni- 
formly bounded and equicontinuous on each segment contained within the 
interval (0, 1). Hence, without loss of generality, we can assume that these 
sequences are uniformly convergent on each segment contained within the 
interval (0,l). 
We put 
i% 4@) = w, i-5 A,(t) = A(t). (2.22) 
Then, by (2.21) we shall have 
1’ exp[- B(s)] u,(s) ds < A(t) - A(T) < St exp[- B(s)] a,(s) ds 
7 7 
for 
o<T<t<l. 
It follows easily from this that the functions A(t) and B(t) are absolutely- 
continuous, and the functions 
/3(t) = B’(t) and a(t) = A’(t) exp[B(t)] (2.23) 
satisfy the condition (2.1) and (2.5). On the other hand, from (2.20), (2.22) 
and (2.23) it is clear that 
(2.24) 
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According to (2.20) from (2.13) we have 
Letting k -+ co, we shall find from this equality by (2.18) and (2.24), that 
q’(t) = exp [ j:,, B(s) ds] /u~Vf) + udt) j::, exP [ - j:,, B(S) ds] +) dr 
It is clear from this, that ur(t) is the solution of the equation (2.2). Since, in 
addition, the conditions (2.1), (2.3) and (2.5) are satisfied, according to 
Lemma 2, we shall have u,(l) f 0, which contradicts the condition (2.19). 
The contradiction thus obtained proves the Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 5. If  functions q(t), az(t), b(t) and #(t, x, y) satisfy the conditions 
of Theorem 1, then we can jnd a positive number p,, , such that for arbitrary 
function u(t), which is absolutely continuous together with u’(t) on each segment 
contained within the interval (0, 1) and satisfying the conditions 
l$l u(t) = inn u(t) = 0, 
and 
sup t’“+“-l( 1 - t)Y-r+k 1 uyt)l < + co 
o<t<1 
(h = 0, l), (2.25) 
al(t) I u(t)1 - b(t) I WI - +U I WI , I u’Wl> 
< u”(t) sign u(t) (2.26) 
,< a,(t) I +>I + b(t) I WI + $0, I W , I u’(N for O<t<l; 
we shall have 
1 u(t)/ < potl-‘“(1 - t)l-“, ) u’(t)1 < pot-“(l - t)-r for O<t<l. 
(2.27) 
Proof of Lemma 5. Let 6 and c, be constants, which figure in the Lemmas 
3 and 4. After (1.3) we can find a positive number p,, , such that 
2c,3 l 
- 
s s 0 
T”(l - T)y [l + #(T, T1-u( 1 - T)l-” p, T-(1 - T)-” ,D)] dr 
for P A PO * > (2.28) 
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Now let u(t) be some function absolutely-continuous together with u’(t) 
on each segment contained within the interval (0, 1) and satisfying the condi- 
tions (2.25) and (2.26). Putting 
p* = o~~l [F’(l - t)v-1 1 u(t)1 + tu(1 - t>” j u’(t)l], 
40 = u”(t) - al(t) 40 + b(t) I u’(t)1 sign u(f) + 4(t, I u(t)1 , I u’(t)l) sign u(t), 
40 = h(t) - ml I WI + 240 I WI + &+, I u(t)1 , I fwl) + 1, 
(2.29) 
it can readily be verified that 
u”(t) = a(t) u(t) + IS(t) u’(t) + r(t), (2.30) 
where the functions 
a(t) = al(t) + y k%(t) - 491, 
/3(t) = [ 2 i;;;l”‘l - l] b(t) sign[U(t) u’(t)] 
satisfy the conditions (2.1) and (2.5), 
y(t) = [ 2 ;;p - 1 W, I 441 , I WI sign 44 + g 1 
and 
1 y(t)/ < 1 + #(t, TF(l - t)l-v p*, t-u(l - t)y p*) for O<t<1. 
(2.31) 
By (2.25) from (2.30) we have 
where 
u(t) = 1’ W, 4 ~(4 dT, 
0 
(2.32) 
and u,(t), uz(t) are solutions of Eq. (2.2) satisfying correspondingly the initial 
conditions (2.3) and (2.4). 
According to (2.5), (2.6), (2.7), (2.8) and (2.10) it follows from (2.33), that 
1 G(t, T)I < $ tl-“(1 - t)l-” T”( 1 - T) 
for 
< $ t-“( 1 - t)-’ T”( 1 - T>“. 
o<t, T<l, (2.34) 
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According to (2.29), (2.31) and (2.34) we shall find from (2.32) 
2co3 l 
P” e- 
s 6 0 
T”( 1 - 7)” [l + $(T, +‘(I - T)l-’ p”, T-“(1 - T)-” ,O*)] dT. 
Hence, by (2.28), it is clear, that p* < p. . Consequently, the inequalities 
(2.27), where p. is a number independent of u(t), hold. This proves Lemma 5. 
LEMMA 6. If 
kTr < A < (k + 1) V, b 30, 1 a / + b < v, (2.35) 
where k is some nonnegative integer, then 
I 
-jyz-p 
t(1 “_ t)’ 
b EP~. 
I 
(2.36) 
Proof of Lemma 6. First we shall prove that if 
IP(t)I G b for O<t<l, kv> EL(Q 1) (2.37) 
and the conditions (2.35) are satisfied, then the solution ul(t) of the equation 
u” = 
[ 
-A~+------- 
t(1L t) I 24 + B(I) 21’ 
(2.38) 
with the initial conditions (2.3) tends to the limit different from zero when 
t --+ 1. Let us assume the contrary, i.e. ~~(1) = 0. Then we shall have 
u&> = ,: W, 7) [ T(l ” T> %(T) + 8(T) %‘(T)] dT, (2.39) 
where 
G(t,T) _ ~s~XTs~inA~t - ‘) f 
/\SlrIX SlnhSlnA(T-1) 
It follows from the last equality, that 
Putting 
for T<t 
for 7 > t. 
o<t, T<l. (2.40) 
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according to (2.35), (2.37) and (2.40) from (2.39) we shall find 
PO < & (I O1 I + 4 PO < PO -
This contradiction proves that ~~(1) f 0. 
Now suppose that we can find a number OL and a function j?(t), satisfying 
the conditions (2.35) and (2.37) such, that the solution zlr(t) of problem (2.38)- 
(2.3) has at least K + 1 zeroes within the interval (0, 1). By u,(t; y) we shall 
denote the solution of the equation 
U” = 
[ 
___ - A2 
t(E t) 1 24 + y!(t) u 
with the initial conditions (2.3). After Lemma 2.1 it can easily be verified that 
q(t; 7) is continuous on the domain 0 < t, y < 1, and u,‘(t; y) is continuous 
on the domain 0 < t < 1, 0 < 7 < 1. Therefore, after the above-proved, it 
is clear that 
Denote by &+r the set of all y E [0, 1] for which q(t; y) has at least K + 1 
zeroes within the interval (0, 1). 8,+, is non-empty, because 1 E 8,+, . Put 
inf B,,, = y* . 
Then we can find a consequence yi , such that 
and each function q(t; yj) has K + 1 zeroes 
0 < tlj < t2j < "* < tk+lj < 1. 
Put 
y+x tij = ti (i = 1, 2 ,..., k + 1). 
It is clear that 
‘I&; y*) = 0 (i = 1, 2 )..., K + 1). 
Therefore, by (2.41) we have 
ti < 1 (i = 1, 2 ,..., K + 1). 
If we suppose now, that for some i, ti = 0 or ti f tj (a #j), then we shall 
have u,(t, , y.J = ul’(ti , y.J = 0, which is impossible according to definition 
of q(t; y). Hence, we have proved that 0 < tl < t2 < *** < tk+l < 1 and, 
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consequently y* E Bkfl . It is clear, that y* > 0 because 0 6 8,+i . On the 
other hand, inasmuch as 1 u,(t; y)] + / nr’(t; y)i # 0, it is clear that if 
0 < y < y* and y* - y is a sufficiently small number, then y E &+r . But 
this contradicts the definition of y* . This contradiction proves, that ui(t) 
has at most k zeroes within the interval (0, 1). By a similar argument we can 
show that ul(t) has at least k zeroes within the interval (0, 1). Hence, ur(t) has 
exactly K zeroes within the interval (0, 1) and u,(l) f 0. According to Defini- 
tion 2, this means, that the condition (2.36) is fulfilled. Thus Lemma 6 is 
proved. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS OF EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let p0 be a number which figures in the Lemma 5. Put 
/ 
X for 1 x / < pp-q1 - y-Y 
x(t, 4 = (k = 0, 1) (3.1) 
potl-k-u( 1 - t)l-k-Y sign x for 1 x 1 > pati-“-c”(1 - t)i-“-” 
and 
flk x3 Y) = At, X0(4 43 X1(4 41 - m Xl& 4 (3.2) 
By (1.1) from (3.1) and (3.2) it is clear that on the domain 0 < t < 1, 
- 00 < x,y < + co, the inequalities 
~,(~)I~I-~(~~I~I-~~~,I~I,I~I~,<~~~~~~~+f~~~~~~~~l~~~~~ 
G az(t> Ix I + w I Y I + $@, I x I 3 I Y I) 
and 
where 
cr( t) = p&,(t) - q(t)] t’-q 1 - t)l-u + pob( t) t-q 1 
+ yqt, p&q1 - tp, Pat-P(l - t)-“1 
are fulfilled. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
t)-” 
(3.5) 
We shall show first of all, that the equation 
UC = q(t) u +fl(t, u, 24’) (3.6) 
has at least one solution satisfying the conditions (2.25). 
Let C2(0, 1) be a space of continuous on the segment [0, I] two-dimensional 
vector functions w(t) = [w,(t), wz(t)] with the norm 
II fmll = gz, i I WiWl , 
i=l 
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and S C C2(0, 1) be the following set 
S = [w(t). 11 w(t)]/ < 2M 1: ~“(1 - t)” u(r) drl . (3.7) 
We shaI1 consider the operator 
fwt) = W1w(t), fkG)l, 
f&W(t) = j; G& 7)fl[7, +“( 1 - T)~-’ W1(7), T-“(1 - T)-” w,(T)] dT 
(3.8) 
(i = 1,2) 
where 
G,(t, T) = t”-‘(l - t)‘-’ G(t, T), G,(t, T) = t“(1 - t)” w, (3.9) 
1 m u2(t> G(t, T) = - 
I 
for T<<t 
%( 1) %(t> %(T> for T 3 t, 
(3.10) 
and ul(t) and tlz(t) are the solutions of the equation 
I(” = q(t) 24, 
satisfying, correspondingly, the initial conditions (2.3) and (2.4). 
After Lemma 3, from (3.9) and (3.10) it is easily concluded, that 
1 G,(t, T)] < M~fi(l - T) for o<t,T\<l (i = 1, 2), (3.11) 
where 
M= ’ - eXp 12 1: T(1 - T) 1 U,(T)1 dT/ . 
4) 
Let E be an arbitrarily given positive number. We choose q E (0, $) and 
6 E (0,~) in such a way that 
2M [ 1; Tlr U(T) d7 + ,:_,, (1 - T)y ‘J(T) d’] < ; 
and 
2 1 G& , T) - G& , T)I < $ s’-” U(T) dr 
i=l n 
for 
o<t,<t,,<1 I t1 - t2 I < 6 'I<'-<(1 -7). 
Then by (3.4), (3.7) and (3.11) f rom (3.8) we can conclude, that if 
40 = (wdt>, w2(t>) E C2(0, I>, 
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then 
au(t) E s and 2 / H,w(t.J -- Hiw(tl)~ < c 
i=l 
for 
o<t,, t <‘I 2-c 3 I t, - t, I < 6. 
Therefore, according to the Arcela-Ascoli lemma, it is clear that the operator 
Htransforms the space C2(0, 1) into the compact subset of the sphere S. Since, 
in addition, H is also a continuous operator, after the Schauder theorem [5], 
we can find a vector function zu(t) = [wi(t), w,(t)] E S such that 
w,(t) = 1: G,(t, ~)f&, +“(I - T)~-’ w&), T-u(l - T)-” &)I dT 
(i = 1, 2). (3.12) 
Putting 
24(t) = tl-u(l - ,)I-” w&) 
by (3.9) and (3.10) from (3.12) we can conclude that 
u’(t) = t-u(l - t)-’ w2(t) and u(t) = i: G(t, ~)fib, u(T), U’(T)) dT. 
Consequently, u(t) is the solution of the Eq. (3.6) satisfying the conditions 
(2.25). 
According to (3.3) it is clear that the condition (2.26) is fulfilled. Therefore, 
after Lemma 5, the estimations (2.27) hold. On the other hand, as it follows 
from (3.1) and (3.2), y 1 t an so u ion of the Eq. (3.6), satisfying the inequalities 
(2.27), is the solution of the Eq. (1) t 00. Consequently, u(t) is the solution of 
problem (l)-(2). Theorem 1 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2. With the opposite hypothesis we have that problem 
(l)-(2) has two different solutions u*(t) and u**(t). Then, by (1.5) for 
u(t) = u**(t) - u*(t) we shall have 
where 
0 < w(t) sign u(t) < I for o<t<1, (3.13) 
w(t) = u”(t) - al(t) u(t) + b(t) 1 u’(t)/ sign U(t) 
710) = bz(t) - %Wl I @)I + 2w I W)l * (3.14) 
It can be immediately verified that u(t) is the solution of the Eq. (2.2), where 
4) = 49 + m b2(t) - %Wl, B(t) = [24(t) - 11 44 %W) WI 
(3.15) 
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and 
iw(t>i 
C(t) = a 
/ 
for T(t) f 0 
0 for q(t) = 0. 
It follows from (3.13), (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16) that the conditions (2.1) and 
(2.5) are fulfilled. Because, in addition, u(0) = 0 and u(t) f 0, by Lemma 1 
we shall have 
u(t) = c%(t), (3.17) 
where q(t) is the solution of the Eq. (2.2) with the initial conditions (2.3) and 
c is a constant distinct from zero. After Lemma 2 from (3.17) we obtain 
u(1) = cur(l) f 0, which is impossible because u(l) = 0. The contradiction 
thus obtained proves the Theorem 2. 
Applying now the Lemma 6, it can be immediately verified that the corol- 
laries of Theorem 1 and 2 are correct. 
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